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BODY SHOP GETS THEM
BACK IN THE RAIN ON THE

PRICK OF NOON

of Brookwood; Cardiff Convert
was the only hasher to read the
inscriptions, though FRB was
seen hurdling them like a boy
from the 19th century.

Well, the sound of gunfire
came ever closer, and we did
not even have Doug the Tub,
our usual decoy and victim on
these occasions. That we
would venture onto military
land was evident to anyone
who studied a map before the
start (is this unsporting?) Body
Shop goes in for woodland,
and there we were in the wet
wild woods while shells and
bullets ricocheted around us;
never a dull moment. We did
not have Popeye either; Olive
Oyl lacks his energy. Nor
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Dissa; so it was left at times to
the Old Men at the Zoo to find
the flour. You know: Icepyck,
Ear Trumpet, FRB, the sexy
Surrey septuagenarians - GG
claimed to be part of this elderly
cohort, since he too was in
evidence, but he is a mere
youngster. T-Total helped,
checking assiduously; Stilton
and Glow Worm were as usual
hashing together. The female
star was Veggy Queen; while
Body Shop came equipped with
admirers, one of whom was the
only girl in shorts. (Very good
sense in wet weather: legs are
easily dried...)

The hare helped too. He was in
there berating the pack for not
calling, abjuring us to run the

The first rain for months, in the
run-up to Valentine’s Day. Did
this dampen our ardour? (No,
the answer “Do we have any?”
is ruled out of order)

Bumble asserted that the
directions were crap, but then
he did not do the run anyway,
preferring to cosy up to Cracker
while Lord Raleigh got wet. The
start, certainly, was weird; the 2
blobs at the corner of Station
Lane were apparently to guide
short-cutters (as if!) since in the
end the trail did reach that
Lane. After a strange enough
beginning: the flour was well
spaced out, and wet, and the
pack proved inept mind readers
which left us floundering. We
did get to visit the war graves

checks, real sergeant-major
stuff, which I suppose was
suitable on military lands. (The
map says clearly “Danger
Area”.....)

The pace seemed unimpressive,
so it was a surprise to hear
Body Shop parroting the words
“exactly 5 miles” when we were
back in the car park. As we
passed the parish church,
which is no great distance from
the car park, the bawdy hand of
the clock was on the prick of
noon; allowing for checks, this
implies we were moving much
faster than our customary
calculations suggest . Oh well,
hash arithmetic is always
problematic.

Just over the hour is fair

enough in the rain; not that
there was anything like a
deluge. (In over 1000 hashes I
have got seriously wet 10 times)
So there were no complaints at
the Circle; the GM was dead
proud of running the whole
distance promptly - she says
FRB is rude to her when she
does not.... FRB rude! Can you
imagine it!

Actually he got a down-down
all to himself for being a general
dogsbody, a sort of perpetual
stand-in, for Golden Balls, for
Vidal (whose excuse is a good
deal better than his - best
wishes for your recovery,
Vidal!), for the series of scribes
we once contemplated....

Yes, I know, this report should

be all about the feast of Saint
Valentine, with the cooing of
turtle doves, and hearts of an
implausible shape. (Can you
visualise the reaction of a
romantic who received an image
of a real heart?.....)

Overall verdict? Rather good:
we did not know this area (no
wonder!) and so all learned
something; given the wet, the
scenery was as attractive as
one could hope; the pack
stayed, if not together, then at
least within earshot; the right
length for the day. One to Body
Shop.
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Scribe
Directions:

DOES ANYTHING EAT WASPS?

We all got this best-seller for Christmas, but does
anyone read it? Well worth a browse... In general the Qs
and As are a bit long for this space, but let’s condense.
“What would be the effect on the earth if an alien space
ship came along and dragged the moon away?”
The editors had to re-assure many nervous readers: “It
would seem an unlikely stunt, even for civilisations with
a sense of humour millions of years ahead of ours”.
Answers: Insects would find it harder to mate because
they fly up towards the moon. The nautilus would not
know when to move into a new home. Mangroves
would starve - they depend on food brought in tidally.
“Why does a slice of bread spread with honey gradually
become concave?”
A reader replied: My wife assures me that her bread

From Dorking take A24 north for 0.35 miles; left into A2003,
Ashcombe Road sp Guildford A25. After 0.5 miles right at
mini roundabout into Ranmore Road sp Effingham. Pass
NT pay car park after 1 mile; continue on Ranmore Common
Road for 1 mile. 2 car parks on left, free. Pub is next to
Dorking West railway station, in Station Road, sharp right off
Ranmore Road.

does not have time to go concave if spread with
honey. For the more leisurely: bread is 40% water,
honey is 80% sugar. The water is diffused across the
interface by osmosis, so that one surface of the bread
curls up. You can prevent this with a layer of butter!
“When you add a few drops of lemon juice to black
tea, the colour lightens a lot, very quickly. Why?”
You are carrying out a litmus test, as you did when at
school. The lemon changes the acidity of the tea. You
can admire the same effect with a cup of cooked red
cabbage juice. Go on, try it !
“Whisked organic free-range egg whites do not thicken”
Answer 1. Oh, come on! Until recently ALL eggs came
from organic free-range settings. Just try again.
Answer 2. Your eggs were too young. The protein
molecules develop cross linkages with age, so the
albumen can hold air bubbles when whipped.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!
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